
CATARACT RISK

According to recent studies,
the initial stages of radiation-

induced lens opacities may
already occur from a radiation

exposure of 0.5 Gy.
(from [15/17])

Regardless of the dose  
being acute or spread out 

over time, it‘s effect  
is cumulative and the  
individual doses are

accumulated.
(from [15])

The concept of X-ray protective eyewear for radiologists is to protect  
against scattered radiation. This scattered, secondary radiation 
emanates from the patient subjected to the primary beam or from  
components of the X-ray equipment. The angle of incidence at which  
these radiation sources hit the eye lens of the operating personnel 
must be taken into account when assessing the effectiveness of 
eyewear in protecting the individual at their workplace. (from [18])

Depending on the position and head movements of the individuals 
exposed to the radiation, the angle of incidence varies during the  
procedure. Looking at the patient, the puncture/wound field, or 
monitors are all standard actions during a procedure and change the 
angle at which the radiation hits the eye lens. Typically, the secondary 
radiation emanating from a lying patient does not only hit the eye lens 
from the front, but at an angle either from below or laterally. (from [2])

Conclusion
  • It is highly probable that there is no dosage 
 threshold safely avoiding a radiation-induced 
 cataract

  • The ALARA principle applies: The dosage on  
 the eye lens must be minimized as much as 
 possible within reasonable means

  • Anatomically well-fitting protective eye wear provide  
 a high level of protection against radiation cataracts  
 (e.g. 98.8 % radiation reduction at 80 kV with a  
  lead equivalent of Pb 0.50 mm)
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The recommendations of the International Commission on Radiological 
Protection from 2009 state that during activities with potential significant 
eye lense exposure suitable protective measures such as protective 
eyewear must be used. (from [15])

In DIN 6815:2005-05 Annex A, X-ray protective eyewear is listed 
among the recommended protective measures for Angio/DSA,  
cardiac catheter, neuroradiological, interventional CT and urological 
examinations. (from [1])



In a 2009 recommendation from the Commission
on Radiological Protection, the commision reported
that the existence of a threshold dosage, below which 
damage to the eye lens can be clearly excluded, can 
not be assumed. (from [15]) 

It is probable that damage from radiation already
occurs at small dosages. (from [5/7])

In several studies evidence has been provided that
the exposure of the eye lens to ionising radiation in
the region of only 0.5 Gy increases the cataract rate.
The relative risk amounts to approx. 150 % after a
radiological exposure of 1.0 Gy. (from [11/15/17]) 

These effects occurred not only after short-term
exposures, but also after dosages accumulated  
over longer periods. (from [5/15])

The Commission on Radiological Protection  
therefore recommends: 
„ ... the cataract risk is to be assessed on the basis
 of the professional life dosage received by the lens
 instead of an annual limit dosage.“ (from [15])

The human eye is regarded as very sensitive to radiation exposure,  
and the eye lens itself carries a high risk of damage. Normally a 
healthy eye lens is a transparent and translucent body that bundles 
the light coming in through the pupil, so that a focused image is  
created in the back of the eye on the retina. (from [8/13/15])

But in the case of a pathological change of the eye lens due to  
ionising radiation, very often clouding or irregularities in the  
refractive power of the originally clear eye lens occur. (from [8/15])

This change constitutes a so-called radiological cataract. The radiation  
damages the cells of the eye lens, causing cellular changes that 
produce disruption of the fibrous cell structure, liquid accumulation 
in the epithelial and fibrous cells, increased protein aggregation 
and gradual separation of the lens cytoplasm. In radiological lens 
clouding, sub-capsular as well as cortical cataracts are localized. 
(from [8/13/15])

The symptoms of the cataract are a progressive visual deterioration  
leading up to the complete loss of vision. The process can start with 
a clinically undetectable clouding, and develope to the final stage of 
complete lens opacity and blindness. In many cases, a simultaneous  
sensitivity against glaring light is observed. Blurred and double 
vision, as well as perceived halos around light sources can also be 
associated with stages of the disease. (from [8/15])

It is long known that the exposure to radiation when working with 
ionising radiation can lead to a radiation-induced lens clouding.  
Originally though, radiological cataracts were regarded as a  
predetermined effect, with an assured damage after exceeding  
a threshold level. (from [5/15])

However, more recent scientific research papers increasingly
doubt the existence of a threshold dosage. (from [12/14/16])

Epidemiological research, including examinations on personnel  
exposed to occupational radiation in interventional radiology,  
could not determine a threshold level at which damage to the  
eye lens due to exposure to ionising radiation could be excluded.  
A conclusion from this research is that it is highly probable that a 
dose of less than 0.8 Gy will already induce measurable clouding  
of the eye lens. (from [15])

The special vulnerability of the eye was taken into account by the 
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) with  
the first step of reducing the organ dosis for the eye lens from  
500 mSv/year to 150 mSv/year for professionals subjected to  
radiation exposure, and of 15 mSv/year for people under 18.  
(from [3/4/15])

Various studies have taken up the controversial issue  
of the hazard of radiation-induced cataracts and have  
provided evidence of cataract-significant dosages at  
respective workplaces. (from [5/16/18]) 

Results of the research show that the eye lenses
of radiology operators, especially in interventional
and similar procedures, can be exposed to cataract- 
significant dosage levels after only a few years.
(from [18])

In worst case scenarios, the annual dosage limit of  
150 mSv for the eye lens could be reached after approx.  
30 to 50 interventions. In extreme cases, it is already  
reached after only 15 interventions. The number of  
interventions depend strongly on the individual applications. 
(from [9/10])

In consideration of the current findings regarding the non-existence
of a threshold dose, suitable protective measures for the eye lens 
have become indispensable according to §21 RöV (German X-ray 
Ordinance). This follows the theory of minimizing all radiation risks 
where possible. (from [4])

In april 2011 the IRCP recommends a further, more drastic lowering 
of the limit values. The annual eye lense dosage shall not exceed 
20 mSv, as an average value over 5 years. However, per year a 
dosage of 50 mSv shall not be exceeded. (from [15])

If one adds the exposure limit of 150 mSv/year over 20 years,  
this corresponds to a cummulative dose of 3.0 Gy. (from [15])

This dose is six times higher than the dosage determined to  
be sufficiently responsible for an increase in the cataract rate.  
The Commission on Radiological Protection describes a twofold
increase in the spontaneous cataract risk according to the  
current research. (from [15])

In order to be able to relate limit and threshold values to one’s 
personal risk profile, it is relevant to assess the dose one is actually 
subjected to as a radiology operator in interventional radiology  
or surgery. Simply through partial body dosimetry, the daily strain 
on the eye lens in the work environment can not be adequately 
determined. (from [18])


